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Abstract: Low-noble metal electrocatalysts are attracting massive attention for anode and cathode reactions in fuel cells. Pt transition metal alloy nanostructures have demonstrated their advantages in high performance low-noble metal electrocatalysts due to synergy effects. The basic of designing this type of catalysts lies in understanding structure-performance correlation at the atom and electron level. Herein, design threads of highly active and durable Pt transition metal alloy nanocatalysts are summarized, with highlighting their synthetic realization. Microscopic and electron structure characterization methods and their prospects will be introduced. Recent progress will be discussed in high active and durable Pt transition metal alloy nanocatalysts towards oxygen reduction and methanol oxidation, with their structure-performance correlations illustrated. Lastly, an outlook will be given on promises and challenges in future developing of Pt transition metal alloy nanostructures towards fuel cells catalysis uses.
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1. Introduction

Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) have great application prospects in transportation, communication, military and space as an important renewable energy source for their high efficiency and low environmental impact [1,2]. Among various types of PEMFCs, direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) are considered to be a promising technology for efficient power sources in transportation and portable electrical devices due to their numerous advantages, including high power density and reliability. The efficiency of DMFCs is mainly limited by the sluggishness of electrode reactions. To facilitate the practical use of fuel cells, active electrode catalysts are necessary. So far, platinum (Pt) is the best catalyst for both the cathode with oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and anode with methanol oxidation reaction (MOR). However, the scarcity and expensiveness of Pt have always hindered the further spread of fuel cells. Therefore, an investigation in reducing the amount of Pt use without compromising high activity and durability of electrocatalysts is highly desirable. A commonly applied approach is to alloy Pt with 3d transition metals (M, where M = Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, etc.), which even leads to substantial enhancement in electrocatalytic performance [3–8]. Essentially, this enhancement in performance can be ascribed to synergetic effects, with which extensive investigations have been conducted on fathoming the correlation between nanostructures and enhanced catalytic performances. For instance, lattice strain has been acknowledged to be pivotal in core@shell catalysts,
a structure that promotes catalytic activity and durability by large margin. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have confirmed that strained Pt shell has modified d-band structure and thus has lower absorption energy of oxygen species [9]. As a result, activity improves as the major hindrance of both ORR and MOR is decimated. Likewise, the surface transition metal composition induced ligand effect was found to greatly improve activity as well. As evidenced by in situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy, introduction of Nb suppresses the adsorption of oxygen species on Pt, thus led to a similar function as in strain effect [10]. In a more general concern, the exterior morphologies of the catalytic materials are the determining factors for the atomic configuration and electron structure of the catalyst surfaces, which directly affect the electrochemical adsorption of the reactant molecules and their decomposition. Therefore, the design and synthesis of multicomponent low-Pt nanocatalysts have attracted extensive research attention. Numerous studies on maneuvering shape, composition, and structure architecture have been reported. Well-defined Pt-based polyhedral nanoparticles (NPs) have been synthesized through varied approaches, such as octahedra [11], tetrahedra [12], icosahedra [13], and excavated or concaved polyhedral [14,15]. Also, various Pt-based nanoalloy exterior structure architectures, such as hollow nanoshells [16–18], nanobowls [19,20], nanochains [21,22], nanowires [23], nanomultipods [24,25], and hierarchical structures [26,27], have been fabricated in carefully designed manners.

For years, the threads in design of Pt alloyed nanocatalysts have been fixated on the molecule level chemical pathways of electrochemical reactions and have received desirable results [28,29]. The precise forecast on the exact effects structure takes on performance, however, is too complex to be theorized and is still wanting. Thankfully, owing to the rapid development of (in situ) characterization techniques, such as (in situ) X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) and (in situ) electron microscopy (EM), a new starting point is offered to us to investigate structure-performance correlation through (in situ) structural characterization. Devoted to monitor the structural evolution of nanocatalysts during synthesis and electrochemical process, researchers have unraveled several atomic origins of enhanced Pt-based nanocatalysts performances with concrete experimental evidences [30–32]. These techniques can offer the information about Pt alloyed nanocatalysts’ microstructures, chemical compositions, and their dynamic behaviors, which enable us to establish the synthesis-characterization-performance relationships and further direct the design of new electrocatalysts with high performances.

This review will summarize the threads in design for Pt alloyed nanocatalysts derived from recent experiment and computation findings. Following these threads, structure designs and composition control will be summarized with their widely practiced synthetic approaches. Specifically, their key factors in effectively achieving shape- and composition-control will be underscored. Afterwards, commonly utilized methods along with several novel techniques in characterization will be introduced. The results in revealing structure-performance correlation with these characterization methods will be elucidated in coordination with the design threads. Then, recent progress in elevating the activity and durability for both ORR and MOR are presented along with their structure-performance correlation clarified. Several studies on bifunctional catalysts will also be introduced. Lastly, perspectives will be put forth regarding the difficulties and future direction in promoting Pt alloyed catalytic performance.

2. Design and Synthesis for Pt Alloyed Nanostructures

2.1. Design of Low Pt Alloyed Nanocatalyst with High Performance

It is generally recognized that the catalytic performance is mainly determined by the surface or the near-surface region of the catalyst. Engineering the surface properties, including the surface electronic structure and atomic arrangement of the catalysts, is believed to effectively tune catalytic properties of Pt-based catalyst, enabling enhancement in both the activity and durability of catalyst. Recent studies that revealed several effects various structures take on catalytic activity and durability provide many insights in designing high active and durable electrocatalysts. Investigation on NiPt NPs suggested that moderate annealing (at 300 °C) will enhance the binding of adsorbed surface
species as compared to unannealed and overly annealed (at 500 °C) samples, which boosts its activity towards ORR [33]. Moderate annealed NiPt NPs experience pronounced surface faceting and Ni atoms dissolution, which impairs its durability. That is, compromise in terms of durability has to be made to promote activity. Similar competing trends have also been observed for Pt-based nanocatalysts alloyed with other transition metals [34]. In addition, study on MPt (M = Co, Ni, Cu) nanoalloys indicated a linear correlation between ORR activity and Pt–Pt bond length where the ORR activity elevates with the reduction of Pt–Pt distance, a reduction that can be realized by tuning composition ratio or constructing hollow structures [30]. Another recent study suggested the significant role that M (M = 3d transition metal) content plays in electrocatalytic durability, where the removal of sub-surface M during electrochemical tests strengthens the Pt–O bond [35]. Keeping M content excessive is pivotal in terms of durability, such that specific activity would move towards the apex in Sabatier’s volcano plots as Pt–O bond strengthens during electrochemical process (Figure 1). Follow this thought, however, the relation between Pt–Pt bond length and specific activity appeared a volcano shape in this work, in contrast with the linear relation mentioned earlier. It hints that structural factors can modify the pattern that M content solely takes on activity.

Among various structural factors, composition segregation, namely, core@shell or Pt-skin structure, has the most pronounced impact on performance. As ligand effect is blocked by Pt skin layers, strain takes on the most influence in core@shell structure. The compressive strain would modify the d-band structure, alleviating the intermediates absorption, as confirmed by DFT calculations [9]. In situ observation on CoPt/C NPs indicated a linear dependence of specific activity on strain induced by core@shell structures [36]. This linear dependence agrees well with the aforementioned relation between activity and Pt–Pt bond length. In addition, the Pt-skin layer can protect core part contents, since dissolution of Pt is much mitigated than that of transitional metals [37].

Another important structural factor is exposed active surface. For a catalyst, the variation of surface structure greatly affects its catalytic activity. Studies of single crystal Pt electrodes revealed that the catalytic activity varies at different crystal facets. In HClO₄ electrolytes, for instance, the order of activity for ORR is Pt(111) > Pt(110) > Pt(100) [38]. Meanwhile, high-index facets of face-centered-cubic (fcc) metals, as compared to stable low-index planes, generally exhibit significantly enhanced catalytic activity. That is because high-index facets have higher density of atomic steps, ledges, and kinks. Microstructure characterization on Pt NPs revealed a positive correlation between MOR activity and fraction of high-index facets, where higher activity was obtained when more surface steps were formed, leading to a higher percentage of high-index facets [39]. Same trend has been observed in Pt catalysts towards ORR [40]. Accordingly, selective exposure of different indexed facets is to be held crucial.

Hitherto, the threads for designing high performance low-Pt alloyed nanocatalyst can be summarized as follow:

![Figure 1](image-url)
1. the kernel of design is to balance the competition between activity and durability;
2. moderate transition metal M content is crucial such that the resulting Pt–O binding strength falls over the region in volcano plot with both high activity and durability; and,
3. structural design that brings about composition segregation as well as selective facets exposure with high fractions of electrochemically favored and/or high-index facets provides additional activity boost into pre-balanced activity and durability.

Bearing these threads in mind, performance of low-Pt alloyed nanocatalysts can be effectively tuned through composition and structure design (Scheme 1). To fully exploit the roles M content, Pt-enriched segregation, and exposed facets play in promoting performance, four types of structure designs are developed in addition to composition control. As illustrated in the outer ring in Scheme 1, they are polyhedra, hollow/frame structures, core@shell structures, and anisotropic structures. Next, we will take a tour into an in-depth discussion over the aspects in the design mentioned above.

**Scheme 1.** Schematic illustration of three key factors (inner/mid ring) in Pt alloyed nanocatalysts design, along with four types of structure architecture (outer ring) that partially or fully actualize these factors. Gray atoms in the inner ring represent Pt, and blue atoms represent M.

### 2.2. Structure Design

#### 2.2.1. Alloy Polyhedra

Alloy catalysts with a lower content of expensive Pt metal can not only inherit the properties of the Pt constituent, but also usually show a superior performance when compared with monometallic Pt. The catalytic enhancement induced by synergy effects is evidence that, when comparing to Pt monometallic NPs, bimetallic or multimetallic Pt-based NPs with the same type of polyhedron displayed better ORR performance [41]. The origin of alloy polyhedral design is on the exposed facets, which are typically low-index and within different ratios. Pt [111] facets have been known to exhibit the highest activity, however, electrochemical process is rather intricate to favor this one-directional trend. On one hand, icosahedra do indeed show higher activity than octahedra, with their enclosed [111] facets being higher in quantity than octahedra [42]. On the other hand, truncated octahedra displayed a superior activity when comparing to octahedra, despite the truncated surfaces lowering the [111] to [100] ratio [43]. Nevertheless, the polyhedral exposed facets configuration is still pivotal in low-Pt alloyed nanocatalysts design.
Typical synthetic approach towards Pt alloyed polyhedra is solvothermal, a wet-chemical co-reduction method that is mostly favored for its simple, facile, and portable nature. One particularly facile solvothermal approach is Oleylamine (OAm) reduction [44]. Monodispersed Pt₃M (M = Co, Fe, and Ni) nanocubes (NCbs) can be easily obtained with OAm reduction, where platinum(II) acetylacetonate [Pt(acac)₂] and M-salt are co-reduced in a mixed solvent of oleic acid (OAc) and OAm carried out at around 240 °C [45]. Octahedra Pt alloyed NPs, however, is not as easy to obtain, for its enclosed surfaces, {111} facets, are more inclined to vanish during synthesis because growth on facets with low surface energy is faster compared to that on those with higher surface energy. To solve this conundrum, capping agents are employed in surface controlling solvothermal synthesis. In an OAm reduction that obtained NiPt octahedra with high ORR activity [46], Pt and Ni precursors were Pt(acac)₂ and Ni(acac)₂, respectively, while W(CO)₆ were added, which provided CO as capping agent towards Pt [111] facet and led to the formation octahedral shape. Other effective surfactant or solvent with capping ability includes dimethylformamide (DMF) [47], polyvinyl(2-pyrrolidone) (PVP) [48], and benzyl ether (BE) [49]. Through this facile co-reduction method with capping agent additives, cubes with six {100} facets [49], octahedra with eight {111} facets [46], truncated octahedra with six {100} facets and eight {111} facets [50], and icosahedra with 20 {111} facets [51] have been synthesized and measured to have superior catalytic activity (Figure 2a–d).

In addition to polyhedral enclosed with low-index facets, concaved or excavated structure with high-index facets exposed also showed exceptional enhancement in catalytic performances, although the origin for correlation between high-index facets and elevated performance is still unclear. To create a concaved or excavated structure, additional surface regulator, such as methylamine [15], cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) [52], and cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC) [14], should be included in solvothermal synthesis. Note that synthesis condition and the amount of surface regulator have substantial impact on the final morphology. For example, in a synthesis system where glycine serves as the key of shape-control of CuPt NPs [53], with increasing glycine from 15 to 30, and then to 60 mg, concaved nanocubes, excavated nanocubes, and tripods (overgrowth) are formed. The carefully tailored synthesis protocol is therefore crucial. Differences in amount, reaction temperature, or time may lead to hollow structures, which is not undesirable and sometimes results in extraordinary performance enhancement as compared to solid Pt alloyed polyhedra.
2.2.2. Hollow and Frame Structures

The advantage of hollow structure includes, but is not limited to, increased specific surface area, more low coordination surface steps, and electrochemically robustness. The frame structure gives greater play to these advantages. In exploiting the Kirkendall effect, where vacancy defects form as a consequence of diffusion among metal atoms with varied diffusion rates, hollow structures can be formed from template-removal. Xia et al. [54] reported a one-pot synthesis of CuPt cubic nanocage with Cu and Pt precursors dissolved in CTAB and OAm and solvothermally treated. The appropriate amount of CTAB was thought to be essential for hollow nanocage formation, in consistency with the concaved polyhedral structure formation discussed above. Later, Chen and Kang et al. [55] proposed a nanoframe synthesis that exploited NPs evolution (Figure 3a), in which Ni₃Pt octahedra were further thermally treated in nonpolar solvents such as hexane and chloroform to form NiPt₃ nanoframes. Essentially, the formation of nanoframe relies on the dissolution of transition metal. Therefore, the product morphology depends on both the template shape and transition metal composition. Stamenkovic and Yang et al. [56] recently demonstrated precise control over three-dimensional (3-D) morphology of NiPt nanoframes in OAm reduction scheme followed by Ni corrosion through tuning the concentration and ratio of Pt and Ni precursors (Figure 3b). Conventional hollow nanoframes were obtained with high Ni concentration, while excavated nanoframe with low Ni concentration. In another study, a set of NiPt nanoframes were synthesized by a simple OAm/OAc co-reduction approach followed by acetic acid leaching [57]. Morphology variation from tetrahexahedral to rhombic dodecahedral template was achieved in by altering the OAm to OAc ratio thus result in nanoframes with different morphologies (Figure 3c). As open hollow structure provides large specific surface area and possibly high fractions of high-index facets, as-synthesized nanoframes typically possess composition segregation, namely, Pt-rich surface layers, that further contributes to catalytic performance in terms of durability.
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**Figure 3.** Evolution process from polyhedra to nanoframes exploit Kirkendall effect. Two key factors determine the final morphology in exploiting Kirkendall effect: composition and template. (a) Schematic illustrations of the NiₓPt₁₋ₓ samples obtained at four representative stages and their corresponding TEM images. From reference [55]. Reprinted with permission from American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS); (b) Schematic illustrations of the synthetic routes to fabricate i. hollow nanoframe (H-NF) and ii. excavated nanoframe (E-NF) with different metal precursor ratios. Reprinted with permission from reference [56]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society; (c) Schematic illustrations of NiPt polyhedra and their outgrowth nanoframes with different morphologies and their corresponding TEM images. Reprinted with permission from reference [57]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
2.2.3. Pt-Skin

Pt alloyed nanocatalysts commonly show exceptional performance possessing surfaces-exposed Pt-skin or Pt-rich layers. Since the dissolution of Pt is much more mitigated than that of transition metals, Pt-skin, or core@shell structure, display much enhanced long-term durability comparing to unsegregated nanocatalysts [37]. To fabricate a Pt-enriched surface, post-treatments, such as electrochemical and chemical and chemical dealloying, are usually applied on as-prepared unsegregated seeds [58–60].

In concerns of activity, however, the surface modification derived from the underlying transition metals occurs only when Pt surface layer is thin enough. DFT results show that a Ni atom can affect significantly the d-orbitals electronic distribution of its nearest and sub-nearest neighbor platinum, while the intrinsic activity of such catalysts drops and approaches to that of pure Pt with increasing skin thickness [61]. Therefore, precise controlling of the Pt-skin thickness is pivotal. To achieve that, electrochemical underpotential deposition (UPD) can be used to construct well-defined layers of transition metal M on as-prepared seeds (Figure 4a). In this case, UPD is commonly coupled with galvanic replacement of M by Pt atoms in order to form a Pt surface layer. Ghosh et al. [62] utilized UPD, followed by galvanic replacement in synthesizing Pt monolayer on intermetallic MPt NPs. In this sense, Pt-skin with any number of layers can be fashioned through layer-by-layer deposition of Pt monolayers onto as-prepared seeds (Figure 4b,c) [63]. In a second approach, Pt precursors directly react with as-synthesized seeds through UPD. Under this case, the resulting Pt shell thickness is usually not well defined [64].

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** (a) Schematic illustration of underpotential deposition (UPD) coupled with galvanic replacement to fashion a well-defined Pt monolayer skin; (b) High angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) images and the energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line scan along the red arrows taken from the Pd@Pt nanocubes with i. one Pt atom layer, ii. four Pt atom layers, and iii. six Pt atom layers. Reprinted with permission from reference [63]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society; (c) Schematic illustration of fabrication of Pt-skin with any number of layers.

2.2.4. Anisotropies

Anisotropic nanostructures, such as nanowires [23], nanochains [65], nanorods [66], and nanodendrites [67], as compared with zero-dimensional (0-D) nanocatalysts, have several advantages in terms of both activity and durability. Anisotropic nanostructures usually exhibit high catalytic performance due to their high surface area and exposed high-index facets resulting from the highly reactive edges, corners, and stepped atoms on their surfaces. Furthermore, Pt-based 0-D nanocatalysts are usually supported on the high surface area carbon blacks, which are easily corroded under
electrochemical condition. However, comparing to the 0-D Pt nanoparticles, anisotropic nanostructures are more stable, because they tend not to easily dissolve, migrate, Ostwald ripen, or aggregate. Similar to those in concaved and hollow structure, additives serving as structure-directing agent are crucial in anisotropic structure formation. In a solvothermal preparation of hierarchical CoPt nanowires, the amount of CTAC was found to be pivotal in forming exposed high-density high-index facts (Figure 5a) [26]. Also, the introduction of Co precursor was determinative in the work, as the hierarchical nanowires were formed from the intermediate pure Pt nanowire seeds after Co precursor was injected. Similarly, CuPt nanotubes were synthesized by a seed-mediated method with as-prepared Cu nanowire and the addition of Pt precursor [68].

To fully exploit nanoscale assembly, other approaches have been utilized in fabricating complex anisotropic nanostructures. For instance, FePt nanochains that were obtained by our group (Figure 5b) [21] were assembled, template-free, from hollow FePt nanospheres that were prepared through a wet-chemical synthesis in room temperature. The as-prepared hollow FePt nanospheres were then applied with external magnetic field while continuously adding Pt precursors. External magnetic fields changed the motion of atoms, molecules, and ions during the chemical reactions, which helped to align the nanoscale assembly thus formed the chain shape. Note that the time of addition of Pt precursor is crucial for the product morphology, and hence, the performance. Injecting Pt precursor at two stages of the magnetic-assisted growth results in either integrated of attached nanochains

![Figure 5. Three typical morphologies of anisotropic structure: wire/rod, tube/chain, and dendrite/cross/flower. (a) i. TEM and ii. HAADF-STEM images of hierarchical CoPt nanowires; iii. indexes of the exposed facets of CoPt nanowires; (b) SEM and TEM images for hollow FePt nanochains. Different synthetic route led to different types of nanochains; (c) i. TEM and ii. HRTEM image of crossed CoCuPt; iii. Atomic illustration of [720] facet associated with the angle 29.2° shown in ii. Images and model in (a) were reprinted with permission from reference [26]. Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group. Images in (b) were reprinted with permission from reference [21]. Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry. Images and model in (c) were reprinted with permission from reference [69]. Copyright 2018 John Wiley and Sons.](image-url)
(Figure 5b). Aside from one-dimensional wires or tubes, for ternary alloy nanocatalysts, characteristic crossed structures that exhibit large surface area with exposed high-index facets (Figure 5c) can be easily fabricated through chemically induced self-assembly [69,70].

2.3. Composition Control

As suggested before, the M content should be moderate to balance the competition between activity and durability. However, variety in elements and morphologies alter the volcano-type relation between activity and Pt–O bond length, and, accordingly, M to Pt ratio. Since no directory formula is investigated for each structure with each transition metal, along with the needs to balance performance between Pt usage, works on Pt alloyed nanocatalysts usually carried out with a set of samples with different composition. In solvothermal synthesis, control over the molecular ratio is quite straightforward, where the metal-to-metal ratio in precursors determines the products composition. Other factors such as reaction temperature and duration could also affect overall composition. For instance, in a preparation of NiPt NPs, the reaction was held at 120 °C, while the near-surface composition was controlled, without affecting the NPs’ sizes or shapes, by varying reaction time, i.e., the near-surface Pt at. % increased from 30 to ~41 at. % when the reaction time was raised from 16 to 42 h [47].

A more important practice in manipulating the composition is composition segregation, especially on the surface and sub-surface part of nanostructures, for surface and sub-surface composition influences surface strain, which prominently affects electrocatalytic performance [71,72]. As discussed before, dealloying is an effective tool in altering the surface composition. The initial composition of the as-prepare seeds has a significant impact on the composition, in both surface and sub-surface, of dealloyed NPs. Gan et al. [73] discovered a notable Ni-rich inner shell formed near the surface of dealloyed Ni3Pt NPs, but not as such in NiPt NPs (some address this as Pt sandwich segregation structure) (Figure 6). This Ni-rich inner shell led to a higher extent of compressive strain, which resulted in elevated catalytic activity.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** Composition distributions of deallloyed NiPt nanoparticles (NPs) with different initial atomic ratios and their corresponding electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) line profiles. Reprinted with permission from reference [73]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

Besides strain effects, surface or subsurface transition metal induced ligand effect also plays a crucial role in promoting catalytic performance [74]. Under this consideration, annealing provides more flexibility in tuning activity and durability, as it takes a bidirectional effect on (surface) composition segregation. Conventionally, atomic reordering by annealing was thought to mainly take effect in converting disorder phase into ordered one. Recent findings suggest an invert course, where annealing process in certain oxidizing and reducing atmospheres, such as CO, NO, O2, and H2, can lead to reverse reconstruction of phase and composition, addressed in some literatures as adsorbate-induced segregation [64]. In this case, either Pt preferentially segregates over the transition metal M, forming a Pt-rich surface [75], or the other way around [76]. Zhang et al. [77] recently demonstrated surface composition-control over CoPt NPs via adjusting the annealing atmosphere. They obtained intermetallic phase under argon atmosphere at 700 °C, whereas Co-rich under air at 300 °C and Pt-rich under 10% H2/N2 at 700 °C (Figure 7). As the strain effect and ligand effect
occur concurrently, a comparative study on their exclusive roles can be more intensively studied via annealing post-treatment.

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of fabricating Pt₃Co/PC catalysts and tuning their surface composition via adsorbate-driven segregation at different annealing atmospheres. Reprinted with permission from reference [77]. Copyright 2017 Elsevier.

3. Microstructure Characterization

In need of optimizing catalysts performance, researchers have devoted to search for correlation between microstructures of low-Pt alloyed nanocatalysts and their mesoscopic characteristics, and even to fathom the functional links between them. Such microstructural measures involve geometry, composition, surface, and interface. Owing to the advanced development in electronic microscopy (EM), diffraction, and energy spectroscopy, the ex situ characterization of nanocatalysts has becoming comprehensive and exhaustive. However, the needs still existed to monitor structure evolution in NPs synthesis and behaviors in electrochemical environment. To gain further insight on the structure-performance correlation, in situ characterization on atomic arrangement and electronic structure etc. is becoming essential. In this section, we will discuss the microstructure characterization progress for Pt alloyed nanocatalysts and elucidate their result in understanding the origin of catalytic performance.

3.1. Electron Probing

Typical electron probing techniques in nanostructure characterization involve scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Sampling the reflected or transmitted electrons, SEM and (high resolution, HR-) TEM are commonly utilized in confirming exterior morphology and imaging the lattice structures with sub-atom resolution. Meanwhile, high angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) can give further insight in 3D morphology and element composition, for it employs Z-contrast imaging [78].

In order to monitor dynamic evolution of nanocatalysts especially their degradation during electrochemical process, several advanced EM approaches have been developed. Identical-location TEM (IL-TEM, ex situ) has been successfully utilized in revealing the degradation mechanism of electrocatalysts [79]. In IL-TEM, a specially made TEM sample holder (typically a gold grid), was used as a support that allows the electrocatalysts sample to take electrochemical tests and TEM imaging in turns. Though inspiring results have been received, the process is inefficient in nature. Thanks to the progress of in situ EM, the tracing of structure evolution for nanocatalysts in fabrication or activation has become more direct. Time-resolved TEM images of as-prepared NiPt NPs showed the morphology changes during annealing at escalating temperatures in inert conditions (Figure 8) [80]. Flat [111]
surfaces of the cuboctahedra were determined to be stable over a wide temperature range. In a similar study, the formation of NiPt NPs were determined to be highly dependent on treatment temperature, where incorporation of Ni-rich alloys (formed at a moderate temperature) into octahedra particles (formed before annealing) happened only at a higher temperature [33]. These results provide synthetic possibilities for promoting catalytic performance through tailoring activity-durability relationship of octahedral NPs.

![Figure 8. Illustrations (a–e) of proposed Pt (red) and Ni (green) atomic distributions in NiPt octahedra that undergo transformations during in situ thermal heating at escalating temperature and their corresponding HRTEM images (f–j). Reprinted with permission from reference [80]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.](image)

Formation mechanism of anisotropic Pt-based catalysts can also be observed through in situ TEM. Using a gas cell holder, Ma et al. [81] were able to study the growth process of Pt nanowires in H₂ (Figure 9). First, the growth of small NPs was observed after nucleation. Later, oriented attachment occurred through rotation and particle movement assisted by H₂, for Pt surface was modified by preferential coverage of H₂. This result illustrates the role that gas plays in metal surface diffusion in catalysts fabrication, which leads to a direction towards which anisotropic Pt-based catalysts synthesis can be designed.

Nevertheless, when compared to time-resolved formation observation in nanocatalysts synthesis, only a few reports have employed in situ (environmental) EM in electrochemical process [82–84]. The irradiation of electron beam is the main issue that sets the limit of electrochemical in situ EM, for it can cause water radiolysis, lowering of electrochemical potential, and disruption in electric field that induces difficulty in controlling the electrochemical potential of the sample [85]. Therefore, works still need to be done for the competent application of in situ EM towards nanocatalysts characterization.

Another point of notice in electron probing is electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). EELS is typically coupled with TEM/STEM to gain further insight regarding composition distribution. When comparing to another element mapping technique i.e., energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), however, EELS presents some drawback regarding accessibility in terms of hardware and operation, and, accordingly, EDS has been more popularly employed in element mapping. Nonetheless, EELS mapping has its own edge in higher efficiency and higher energy resolution. Also, energy loss near edge structure (ELNES) can be used to study electronic structure and valence state, which can give additional insight into chemical process [86]. Therefore, with the promising development in microscopy techniques and instruments, EELS can be applied more favorably in characterization for alloy nanocatalysts.
XANES characterization on octahedral NiPt/C of Pt L-edge and extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS). The interference between excited photoelectrons and scatter photoelectrons depends the atomic band structures, coordination numbers, and atomic bond length, and therefore can provide information of short-range structures. In situ XANES characterization on octahedral NiPt/C of Pt L-edge evidenced a modification in electronic structures of core Pt atoms induced by neighboring Ni atoms [32]. Meanwhile, in situ EXAFS showed a weak absorption of oxygenated species (weakened Pt–O bond) in the same work, revealing atomic origin for enhanced catalytic performance.

Moreover, surface atomic structure model of nanocatalysts can be deducted with the information gathered from XAFS. In situ XANES of Ni K-edge and Pt L$_3$-edge performed on NiPt/C nanoframes catalysts before and after the electrochemical process indicated a surface with more low-coordination sites and thinner platinum shell in one particular sample, for Ni is more easily oxidized in this sample, as evidenced by more intense peak in the XANES difference spectrum, as shown in Figure 10 [87].

**Figure 9.** Illustrations of oriented attachment in Pt nanowire formation and corresponding atomic model. The parallel white lines in (a) indicate the lattice orientation before and during attachment. Schematic illustrations in (b) shows the early connection stage, including hydrogen adsorption, Pt-atoms surface diffusion enhanced by CO, oriented attachment at Pt {100} facets, and finally coalescence to short chain. Reprinted with permission from reference [81]. Copyright 2017 John Wiley and Sons.

### 3.2. X-Ray And Infrared Probing

X-ray spectroscopy is conventionally employed in evaluating electron structures in Pt alloyed nanocatalysts. Two types of X-ray spectroscopy are commonly applied: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). In a general sense, XPS provides information of atoms valence state and chemical bonds in nanocatalysts through measuring the binding energy of inner shell electrons and their chemical shifts. On the other hand, exploiting electron excitation between atomic energy bands puts XAS in advantage, for it provides insight into finer electron structure. X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) is typically utilized in characterizing fine electron structure in Pt alloyed catalysts. XAFS includes X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) and extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS). The interference between excited photoelectrons and scatter photoelectrons depends the atomic band structures, coordination numbers, and atomic bond length, and therefore can provide information of short-range structures. In situ XANES characterization on octahedral NiPt/C of Pt L$_3$-edge evidenced a modification in electronic structures of core Pt atoms induced by neighboring Ni atoms [32]. Meanwhile, in situ EXAFS showed a weak absorption of oxygenated species (weakened Pt–O bond) in the same work, revealing atomic origin for enhanced catalytic performance.

Moreover, surface atomic structure model of nanocatalysts can be deducted with the information gathered from XAFS. In situ XANES of Ni K-edge and Pt L$_3$-edge performed on NiPt/C nanoframes catalysts before and after the electrochemical process indicated a surface with more low-coordination sites and thinner platinum shell in one particular sample, for Ni is more easily oxidized in this sample, as evidenced by more intense peak in the XANES difference spectrum, as shown in Figure 10 [87].
Parameter fitting on further in situ EXAFS analysis determined the coordinate numbers and bond lengths, which subsequently yielded the composition ratio between Ni and Pt.

![Image of EXAFS analysis](image-url)

**Figure 10.** In situ Ni K-edge X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) subtracted from ex situ XANES after electrochemical process of NiPt/C nanoframes. One the right shows deducted surface atomic models of two as-prepared samples, where gray atoms are Pt and green atoms are Ni. Refer sample notation to original paper. Reprinted with permission from reference [87]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

These results, along with the preceding ex situ XANES, helped to rationalize the atomic model of the edge of NiPt/C nanoframes and its evolution during electrochemical process. Owing to its effectiveness in investigating short-range structures and the full-blown commercialized analytic hardware and software, XAFS is the foremost technique in electron structure characterization of Pt alloyed nanocatalysts.

Other than X-ray spectroscopy, infrared (IR) spectroscopy has also been utilized in revealing atomic or electron structures sometimes [31,33,88]. In situ IR spectroscopy has been proven handy in measuring surface atom configuration. Coupled with DFT calculation and in situ STEM analysis, in situ IR spectroscopy was applied to provide complementary sample-averaged quantitative information of CO-induced Pt NPs surface reconstruction [89]. The CO adsorbate on under-coordinated (UC) and well-coordinated (WC) Pt sites were differentiated by vibrational frequency dependency on charge transfer, where CO bonded to UC Pt sites has a larger amount of charge transfer thus resulted in a red shift. The obtained fractions of UC and WC Pt site provide insights in selective surface reconstruction of [100] facets. It is noteworthy that, despite that IR or X-ray cannot be converged, the sample-averaged information that resulted could evidence the universality of the particle-scaled TEM/STEM results.

### 4. Progress in Electrocatalytic Performances

Previous discussion on the design and synthesis of Pt alloyed nanocatalysts have provided threads for high electrochemical performance design and demonstrated several effective syntheses in shape-/composition-control and structure architecture following these threads. Further, characterization methods help to direct and revise these designs by unraveling the structure-performance correlation in order to obtain higher catalytic performance. In this section, we will discuss the catalytic application of Pt transition metal alloy nanocatalysts in ORR, MOR, and as bifunctional catalysts. The recent progress in light of the aforementioned threads will be highlighted.

#### 4.1. ORR

Early researches on Pt-based transitional metal alloy nanocatalysts for ORR have concentrated on promoting activity by moderated binding between Pt atoms and intermediate oxygen species through tuning d-band center [90,91]. Ni and Co were determined to have the best enhancement towards ORR when comparing to other transition metals when alloyed with Pt [92]. Shape-wise, polyhedral morphologies once showed topnotch ORR catalytic performance, such as octahedra [46], truncated octahedra [43], and icosahedra [51]. The mainstream focus on Pt-based nanocatalysts towards ORR had
been continuously on NiPt, especially on structure with Pt3Ni (111) surface, since it showed weakest oxygen binding energy [93]. In recent years, attentions in Pt transition metal alloy ORR catalysts have pivoted into structure design, since electrochemical endurance is gradually being regarded as paramount as activity in electrocatalysts developing. Zhao et al. [32] constructed carbon supported concaved octahedral core–shell PtNi with an exceptional ORR specific activity of 5.29 mA cm\(^{-2}\) and mass activity of 1.69 A mg\(^{-1}\). The mass activity suffered only a 3.7% loss after accelerated durability tests (ADTs) of 10 k cycles between 0.6 and 1.0 V. In situ XANES suggested a weakened oxygen species binding as compared to commercial Pt/C, while STEM-EDS analysis showed a compressive strain induced by core Ni content. Shortened Pt–Pt bond and the absence of strong Pt–O bond jointly promote its activity. The concaved surface Pt layer protects the core NiPt from dissolution. A more recent report of octahedral NiPt@Pt core@shell NPs also exhibited a high ORR specific activity of 3.66 mA cm\(^{-2}\) and mass activity of 1.24 A mg\(^{-1}\) [94]. Single cell tests on this catalyst suggested a great enhancement when comparing to commercial Pt/C in terms of both activity and durability of single cell operation.

Nanoframes and hollow structures have so far acted most prosperously in promoting both ORR activity and durability. 2D NiPt nanoframes fabricated by Godínez-Salomón et al. [95] showed an excellent ORR specific activity of 5.8 mA cm\(^{-2}\) along with a high durability of only 6.9% specific activity loss after 1 k cycles of ADTs. The micropores formed within the nanoframe structures and segregation between surface and subsurface composition were thought to contribute to the enhancement in activity. The unsupported 3D structure and specific Pt atoms environment were believed to attribute to high durability. In another work, hollow FePt with Pt-skin that was synthesized by Wang et al. [96] showed high ORR specific and mass activity of 1.35 mA cm\(^{-2}\) and 0.99 A mg\(^{-1}\), respectively. Durability was also verified to be robust, due to the Pt-skin layer, with only 27% mass activity loss after 40 k cycles of ADTs. DFT calculation revealed the hollow structure with a Pt-skin can efficiently decrease the d-band center, hence the enhancement in activity. A comparison of the activity towards ORR of various MPt catalysts is shown in Figure 11. Other structures such as nanodendrites [67], nanoporous structures [97], nanobowls [20], and nanocages [98], have been reported to possess high ORR activity and durability as Pt transition metal nanoalloys in recent years. Most recently, complex frameworks, such and octopod nanoframes and multiframes. have displayed the highest performance [99,100]. Discussion on these types of structures will be covered in MOR section.

Figure 11. Comparison of various type of oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) Pt alloyed nanocatalysts that are reported in recent two years, including NiPt Multiframes [100], CuPt octopod nanoframes (ONFs) [99], NiPt/C concaved octahedra (CO) [32], NiPt@Pt octahedra [94], hollow FePt [96], and 20% Pt/C [96]. Inset images, from left to right were reprinted with permission from reference [32,94,96,99,100]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society, 2016 John Wiley and Sons, 2017 American Chemical Society, 2018 Elsevier, and 2016 John Wiley and Sons.
4.2. MOR

Similar to ORR, the major hindrance of MOR activity is the strong binding between Pt atoms and intermediate oxygen-containing carbon species (particularly CO) [101]. Alloying transition metal can relieve this problem, and the unique structural design can further boost the durability towards MOR environment [102]. Therefore, the track in MOR catalyst research have rather paralleled with that in ORR. Pb had been favored in Pt-based nanoalloy towards MOR catalysts [103,104]. More recently, reports on Pt transition metal nanocatalysts towards MOR with high activity and durability have emerged. Chronoamperometry (CA) showed enhanced durability when compared to commercial Pt/C. Truncated octahedral (TO) CoPt NPs that were synthesized by our group [105] and Cu@CuPt concaved octahedra (CO) obtained by Wang et al. [106] exhibit great enhancement in MOR performance, in great exploitation of facets and surface composition design.

Advanced structural design showed further progress in promoting MOR performance for Pt transition metal alloy nanocatalysts. Concaved CuPt octopod nanoframe prepared by Luo et al. [107] reached an exceptional MOR specific activity of 7.5 mA cm$^{-2}$ and mass activity of 3.36 A mg$^{-1}$. 72% of initial current density was retained after 2 k cycles of ADTs. The extraordinary MOR performance was ascribed to synergy effects, exposed high-indexed facets and the framework structures. Comparison to ultrathin octopod nanoframes synthesized in the same work indicated that richer sub-surface Cu content also attributed to elevated activity, while the feet of concaved octopod nanoframes were proven to be more stable than the ultrathin edges thus strengthened durability. This provides a direction for designing nanoframes structures with higher performance. In another report, CuPt nanotubes obtained by Li et al. [68] showed an exceptional enhancement in MOR performance with a specific activity of 6.09 mA cm$^{-2}$ and mass activity of 2.25 A mg$^{-1}$. In terms of durability, reactivation was achieved even after four rounds of 3000 s CA, with negligible activity loss. Surface strain that was observed was believed to help reconstruct an arrangement of surface Pt atoms, thus strengthening durability. A comparison of the activity towards ORR of various MPt catalysts is shown in Figure 12. Similar to ORR, frame structures display the highest performance towards MOR.

![Figure 12](image-url)
4.3. Bifunctional Catalysts

In addition to the Pt alloyed nanostructures discussed above that showed significant boost in ORR or MOR catalytic performance, many works have reported active performance in both oxygen reduction and methanol oxidation reaction. These bifunctional catalysts will be of superior importance as they can function as active catalysts in both cathodes and anodes of DMFCs. Polyhedral NPs, such as octahedra [52,108], have evidenced applicability as bifunctional catalysts, as synergy effect can be fully implemented. For open structure, the nanoframe is always intriguing. Highly anisotropic five-fold-twined CuPt nanostructures that were synthesized by Zhang et al. [109] displayed great ORR and MOR activity with specific activity of 1.71 mA cm$^{-2}$ for ORR and 18.2 mA cm$^{-2}$ for MOR (Figure 13). The rich concaved sites with high-coordination numbers provided by five-fold-twin structures attribute to ORR activity. Twining defects modulate the electronic structures and surface reactivity, thus enhancing small molecule reaction, such as MOR. A very interesting point of notice in this work is the uncommon protruding nanothornes on the edge (Figure 13), for they provide extra active surface area and possibly high-index facets. Recently, Kwon et al. [110] fabricated Co-doped CuPt rhombic dodecahedral nanoframes that showed extraordinarily high MOR specific activity of 13.3 mA cm$^{-2}$ and mass activity of 4.11 A mg$^{-1}$ (Figure 13). ORR performance was also boosted with specific activity of 5.03 mA cm$^{-2}$ and mass activity of 1.56 A mg$^{-1}$. A durability test suggested 86.1% of specific activity and 73.1% of mass activity for ORR, along with 63.5% of mass activity for MOR retained after ADTs with separate protocols (10 k cycles between 0.6 and 1.0 V for ORR, and 1 k cycles between 0.05 and 1.2 V for MOR). Interestingly, the protruding vertices play an irreplaceable role in boosting durability, as confirmed by comparative study with undoped CuPt nanoframes. These uncommon structures that either enlarge active surface area or reinforce the edges should be more extensively studied in the future. At last, nanowires [26] and other anisotropic structures have been discovered to be efficient in bifunctional purpose. Also, Pt alloyed nanostructures have been reported to be active as bifunctional catalysts towards ORR on cathodes and other fuel oxidation reaction on anodes, such as ethanol [111], formic acid [112], and ethylene glycol [50].

Figure 13. Comparison of two bifunctional Pt alloyed nanocatalysts: five-fold-twined CuPt nanoframes [109] and Co-doped CuPt rhombic dodecahedral nanoframes (RNFs) [110]. Inset on the left shows TEM image of five-fold-twined CuPt nanostructures with HRTEM images taken within dotted square 1, 2, and 3, which separately indicate five-fold twining, twining boundary, and protruding structure. Inset on the right shows atomic model of Co-doped CuPt (RNFs) and EDS mapping of a single nanoframe. Note the reinforced vertices as marked by black arrows. Inset images on the left were reprinted with permission from reference [109]. Copyright 2016 John Wiley and Sons. Inset images on the right were reprinted with permission from reference [110]. Copyright 2018 John Wiley and Sons.
5. Summaries and Perspectives

In the efforts of lowering Pt usage in fuel cells electrocatalysts, Pt-transition metal alloy nanostructures have been proven to be an effective and favorable resort. In this review, threads that revolve around balancing the competition between catalytic activity and durability are first summarized. Synthetic approaches to fabricate and maneuver these catalysts that follow these threads are then introduced. Well-defined Pt alloyed polyhedra can be obtained through the solvothermal co-reduction approach, while carefully tailored dealloying, UPD, and annealing are underscored to gain further shape- and composition-control in hollow, framework, Pt-skin, and anisotropic structures. From these delicately designed structures and composition segregation, substantial enhancement in both catalytic activity and durability can be obtained. These structure-performance correlations were investigated through the (in situ) atomic and electronic structure characterizations, as discussed after.

In situ EM and XAFS were highlighted for their effectiveness in characterizing nanostructures and alterations in surface electron structures. These findings, combined with the aforementioned design protocols, provide directory insights in promoting Pt alloyed nanocatalysts performance towards ORR and/or MOR, which were presented through discussion in recent reports.

Despite the numerous progress, many works still need to be done to further expand the use of Pt-transition metal alloy nanocatalysts. For instance, highly complexed structures that exhibit exceptional catalytic performances commonly cannot be obtained through a conventional one-pot synthesis. The prolonged duration and intricate procedure provide certain inconvenience, while the possible high-temperature treatment leaves a great inaccessibility in terms of instruments. Few alternatives have been raised, such as solution plasma sputtering [113], however, works remain to promote efficiency and yielding in concerns of practical uses. Another conundrum is the competition between activity and durability. Extra structural architecture on nanoframes is one effective way. As discussed above, reinforcing the vertices [110] and the edges [107] is a good direction for further strengthening structural robustness, while extra structure atop the frame edges [109] can provides extra active surface. Other ideas include modifying substrates with more robust structures [114–117], and introducing 4d or 5d transition metal that strengthens the ligand effect as well as its electrochemical durability [10,118]. At last, in light of Pt alloyed nanostructures’ broadened application in magnetic or optical use [119], recycling used Pt alloyed nanocatalysts can be regarded as a way to reduce the costs of noble metals. Accompanying these difficulties and challenges, with the right adjusting and optimizing, Pt-transition metal alloy nanostructures will still be a promising and exciting candidate for low-noble metal electrocatalyst.
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